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Depression | Keith Miller Counseling
6 days ago Life isn't always pleasant or easy, but feeling
constantly unhappy—or so unhappy you can't function—is a
problem you can overcome. Depression can make you feel sad,
mad, or empty and numb, but there's a lot you can do to start
to feel more positive, happy, and energetic again.
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Infographic explaining the different types of depression,
their symptoms and treatment options.
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When you have depression, it can feel like there's no way out.
To begin The pocket-sized Depression distills the most
effective cognitive.
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Depression |"This latest installment in the Psych series is a
reader- friendly discussion of one of the most common mental
health.
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than just an emotion.
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Kolakowski. Seasonal affective disorder: onset during winter,
when Depression 101 is less natural sunlight, and lifts during
spring and summer. Genetics: mood disorders, such as
depression, often run in families.
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Assistant. Discover simple Depression 101 changes that can
make a huge difference Build self-esteem and resilience Find
out how medications and therapy can help Learn how to choose
the right therapist.
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